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INTRODUCTION

B

enuvo put the value of “with” into the
product, and flagship brand of WITH N
Co., Ltd.

Under the brand name of “bebenuvo” WITH N is building
a stronger foothold as a baby product company.
In addition, it has become the No.1 company in sales in Korea
As a product with good ventilation and absorbency
That commercialized Germany’s 3D Air-mesh technologies.
In Korea it called as national cool seat and cool mat.
Not only the specializes in baby products, but we are also
trying to expand our business with importing and
distributes valuable foreign brands in Korean market, and
we are also manufacturing water sports items and
pet products as well.

WITH N building facilities
1) Hallway
2) Office
3) Inventory
4) Photo Studio
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ABOUT
THE COMPANY

B

est baby products made with love
from a little stich, most of our
products are handmade

- We make the product with unique
methods
Produce cool series, cool seats and
mats(pad), and large range of
categories such as bedding, fashion
accessories, designed for
Modern parents and their lovely baby.
- What makes our products unique?
Most of our products applied
3D Air-mesh that provide outstanding
air-Permeability and keep it nice and
dry.
Which came from German
technology.
- Our mission
“ From infant to adults”

The bebenuvo provides products can
be used baby and even an adult.
We will be ‘WITH’ You all the times.
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BE WITH OUR
BEBENUVO COOL SERIES

Ice Punggi-Rayon Cool Seat 2021SS
Stroller cool seat using functional cooling fabric.
2021 SS product Cool seat using Punggi-Rayon
with extreme coolness of fabric itself.
Punggi is name of the city in Korea. Known as
famous viscose rayon fabric producing city.

Ice soft Air-mesh Cool Seat 2021SS
3D Air-mesh + Air-mesh fabrics are meet
together. Providing optimal ventilation
antibacterial and quick dry

T

he best sellers of today’s bebenuvo,
Cool seat and Cool series, are using
German 3D air mesh techniques to
develop and sell products that

can be used comfortably in hot, humid
environments based on the high
breathability and antibacterial properties
of 3D air mesh.

Ice Punggi-Rayon Blanket 2021
Using same fabric as Ice Punggi-rayon Cool
Seat, excellent cooling effects and 100
punggi-rayon fabric used

Windy 2in1 Cool Seat 2021SS
New developed Windy cool seat new
concept of fan + cool seat that provides the
best comfort by attaching a real fan to the
product. 2021SS version can be detaching
the head rest cushion so it could use
carseat and Stroller both
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Hygiene Ice pillow 2021SS
It is a pillow version of the Ice Series and is made
from a combination of premium micro-mesh and high
cushioning, scientific height makes it comfortable for
children to use and helps build desired head shape
Mesh type / Punggi-rayon type cover / S/M

2021SS Cover detachable Type
Ice Punggi-Rayon Cool Mat /
Ice soft Air-mesh Cool Mat
The baby size cool mat has two different Cover
detachable types, and each cool mat offers two
different type of filling ( 3D Air-mesh / Air-fiber)
premium 3D Air-mesh and Air-Fiber with scientific
height makes it comfortable for our baby.
Since the cover is detachable, It is easy to wash it and
Keep it Hygienically.

Ice Punggi-rayon Cool Mat for baby 2021SS
Ice cool mat made using new functional cold material for baby who need pads at
home and outdoors to use in a more comfortable environment in summer season

BE WITH OUR
BEBENUVO COOL SERIES
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BE WITH OUR
BEBENUVO
COOL SERIES

Ice Punggi-rayon Cool Mat Supper Single 2021SS
/ Soft Air-mesh Cool mat as well
Ice cool mat made using new functional cold material for baby who need pads at
home and outdoors to use in a more comfortable environment in summer season

Ice Punggi-rayon Cool Mat Family
/ Ice soft Air-mesh Cool Mat
Cool mat family size is made using a new
functional cooling fabric that is upgraded for
use in a pleasant environment not only for
children who need mats at home and
outdoors but also for families.
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OUR BEDDING
COLLECTION

B

ebenuvo's bedding collection is
based on a non-fluorescent
fabric that has passed strict
inspections

since it is a product that directly
touches my baby's skin, use fabric
and made products that are soft,
antibacterial, and have many
functions.

Bebenuvo 2021 baby Nap Quilt set
New 2021SS product with inner pads and blankets for all four seasons, combining them to suit your
convenience in a variety of ways to help your baby create the nap quilt as they want.

Double Nap quilt 2020
Reversible nap quilt with cotton and
3D air mesh for increased
absorption on both sides
The 40mm thickness air-mesh
provides a rich cushioning feeling
with excellent elasticity and
resilience.

Electric Heated Mat 2020
bebenuvo washable heated mat with
non-magnetic heating wire, which is
safe for electromagnetic waves Covers
and inner are made separately for easy
washing
Added water-repellent coating treated
for basic water-proof functionality.
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OUR BEDDING
COLLECTION

Double Blanket 2021
Double Blanket, another steady seller of bebenuvo, uses a functional fabric to prevent allergies and mites to
make the blankets. For newborns and infants to use it in comfortable environments
Soft microfiber fabric surfaces feel smooth and free from irritation.

Cloud Fur Snow Blanket 2020FW
bebenuvo's winter blanketing provides
extreme softness as if hugging clouds that are
made to store heat better than any other
product, using a microfiber of 1/100th the
thickness of hair.
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Safety Cushioning Belt
The product that connecting to
the car seat belt, so that allow
our baby to relax and have a
rest during driving.

Don’t Touch Tags
A baby that is easily exposed
to the bacteria and this can
lead to infection, so attach this
sign to a stroller to prevent

Animal_ Multi Liner
Detachable neck pillow to prevent head
shaking Stitching method for
comfortable ride. It is made using
ATB-100 fabric containing silver-nano
to prevent germs from reproducing and
only neck cushions can be used alone

OUTDOOR
Double Liner 2021
One side uses the Lenzing company's
Modal fabric, and the other side is the
using 3D Air-mesh fabric to use four-season
The neck cushion is added this season to
make excellent cushioning
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T

o help you get out with
your child safely

you could find a child seat belt cushion available
on the vehicle and a double liner & multi-liner for
strollers and car seats, and a Don't touch tag
designed to keep etiquette for our baby.

MATERNITY
PRODUCTS

T

O the pregnant woman who has our most
precious child in the world, we are
making a product that can help the baby
we will meet in the future.

We are producing maternity products that
show careful consideration for each product
so that our baby can experience the products
of bebenuvo for the first time when they born.

Organic Infant Wrapper 2021

Anti-EMR Blanket 2021

Baby wrapper, the first baby product
probably meet at the time a baby is born,
comes with variety of patterns and used a
healthy fabric Organic Cotton.

Electromagnetic waves that are invisible
to the eye but are commonly encountered
in life can have a bad effect on the mother
and fetus, so they are designed to protect
them.

Double Antinausea Cushion
This product is designed to help
newborns who have not yet grown their
organs in a stable position.
It also has a built-in pump for easy air
injection by making tubes and is useful for
washing the baby while draining water
through the holes in the tubes.
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Anti-EMR Apron
It is an electromagnetic shielding apron
for pregnant women that is made in the
form of an apron to block
electromagnetic waves that easy to
exposure to pregnant women so that
they can wear it comfortably.

Bebenuvo Hug baby 2020
Head shaping, Anti – flipping
function, Anti-Moro reflex, etc.
We made the hug baby as All-inone products, and it can be using
reversible.

MATERNITY
PRODUCTS
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Baby easy walking Belt
The baby who has just start the
steps, helps them the balance and
can practice their steps with their
parents more conveniently

FASHION &
LIFESYLE
s long as the child plays, all parents will
be in the same place, wanting to make
them feel comfortable without worrying.
.
But if you look at the food that your child spilled, the
paint that's all over his clothes, and the water that's on
the floor after playing in the water, it's hard to clean
up every time.

A

So that my child needs to do art as much as he wants,
can eat it on his own even though he is clumsy, hope
they don’t catch a cold after playing in the water.

.

bebenuvo will take the lead in helping you

Wash Bib 2021
Using in high-density
polyester material which has
waterproof function to
remove contamination easily.
Mad the inside with towel
material, 40 Spinning Counts
combed Yarn Cotton.

2021 Waterproof Art Gown
Jump suit-type art gown with
high density polyester fabric
and waterproof function.
Comfortable to carry anywhere
Included own pouch.

It comes in a larger, wider
size and exclusive pouch
than the existing model.

Baby Beach &
Bath Gown
Made with 40 spinning counts
combed yarn cotton which
used in Luxury Hotel.
Poncho design make it easier
for our baby to wear and take
off.
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bebenuvo baby Socks
Socks designed to
be highly utilized
throughout the four
seasons, and baby
socks that can be
used more safely
with anti-slip
functions added

Safety Masks Series
Series of masks made in various
patterns with antibacterial and
odor-resistant functions using
Copper & Silver fabric.

FASHION &
LIFESYLE
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Back Support Band
High elastic waistband
can deliver elasticity
uniformly.
You can store cold/hot
massage packs in a
double-processed
storage space.
The mesh material is
made of knee pads for
easy detachment and
attachment.

TOYS
LET THEM PLAY!

T

he role of toys in the process
of a child's growth is
an indispensable

The role of toys in the process of
a child's growth is an indispensable
"life" necessity for children who help
the brain development and satisfy
our child's dreams.
Let the children have more dreams
with bebenuvo!

WITH N Half Toy Series
It's a premium prefabricated block toy
that breaks down and assembles cute
animals and dinosaurs, stimulates
curiosity and develops imagination.

$ 10.5

bebenuvo Swing-B
Sand Play Toy Sets
The sand play set, which helps
children's imagination and
development of small muscles, is made
of a safe material, so that the product
is not hard, no harmful substances
were detected, and hot water can be
disinfected in boiling water within 30
seconds.

$ 11.82
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The swing is a product that helps
develop and develop a sense of
balance and is made of beech wood
and 100% cotton. It has an antique
European design that goes well with
everything in the house style.

$ 67
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LUXURY AT ITS BEST
“MELLA”

M

8

ella is the best premium child-care
product brand offered by bebenuvo and
produces the highest level of product

that can be given to our children by investing
generously in the materials and processes of the
product.
Mella Pillow is designed to use 6 layers of 3D
Air-mesh in layers for maximum ventilation and
comfort for kids with a lot of heat.
In addition, shoulder guard has been configured
on the product to prevent flipping.
Ergonomic head care air-holes are designed to
ideally hold a child's head that is not yet hard
enough.
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2021SS

New products

B

efore we launch the new collection
of the products, it always goes
through tens or hundreds of sample
production and disposal processes.
All employees are working hard to
develop the best products for our
children and families.

WITHN, bebenuvo's 2021SS products further
strengthen existing advantages and add a variety of
elements. We are releasing products by researching
emotional patterns and materials that can make you
feel the love of your family more.

2021 bebenuvo The Easy Sling
We released three new types of baby carrier sling
- Designed to attach a special dial to fit your individual size
- Using soft and fabric to minimized the skin trouble
- Fashionable and light weight of the product itself
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2021SS

New collection

bebenuvo
Pacifier Safety
Mask

Mella
Hug baby

In addition to practicing
wearing a mask naturally for
children who need a pacifier
between 12 months from
newborns, we developed a
mask designed prevent spit
out the pacifier and started
selling it in March 2021.

Using PLA, a vegetable
material to prevent
environmental pollution,
Mella hug baby is expected
to serve as a premium baby
nap quilt for newborn
babies.

2021The New
Hug baby
All-in-one infant positioner
designed to allow infants to lie
down with the cute animals
designed.

2021 Stitching Liner + blankets
With stitching method cotton used
Liner + blankets on a way to releasing
Modern and soft feeling products
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CONTACTS
5F 86, Bupyeong-daero 329, Bupyeong-gu, Incheon, Korea 21315
+82 70 4801 0711
sales@bebenuvo.com
junokim@bebenuvo.com
www.withnstore.co.kr
Instagram : @withn_global_official
Facebook : WITHN_Global_Official

